What we do
A perfect selection of high quality spirits
Quality drinks need quality ingredients. We’ve hand picked a selection of high quality spirits perfect for
cocktails, mixed or over ice.
Citrus juices pressed fresh daily

Pressing lemon and lime juice daily ensures top quality, fresh and full flavoured drinks. We prefer ours fresh, we
think you will too.
High quality pure ice

Not to be overlooked, ice can be a key ingredient to any fine spirit to dilute your drink just the right amount.
Order yours on the rocks and taste the difference.
Highly trained and friendly staff

Friendly and knowledgeable staff is the cornerstone of any bar. We’re happy to assist you in any way we can. We
want to ensure you have a great time while you’re with us.
Comfortable surrounds

You’re here to have a good time, and so are we. We’re here to help you have a pleasurable experience in safe and
comfortable surrounds.

Enjoy your stay with us…

Wine
Champagne & Sparkling
NV Rapture Sparkling Brut

Clare Valley, SA

Villa Santi il Fresco Prosecco
NV Jete Chardonnay Pinot
NV Veuve Clicquot

8|32

Italy

12|48

Mt Barker, Aus

55

Champagne, France

120

Great Southern, WA

9|36

White
2014 Mt Trio Moscato
2015 Little Angel Pinot Gris

Marlborough, NZ

2014 La Villa Pinot Grigio

Veneto, Italy

2015 Bladen ‘Hand Made’ Sauvignon Blanc

Marlborough, NZ

9.50|36
9.50|42
9.50|42

Marlborough, NZ

10|45

2015 Spring Seed Sauvignon Blanc Semillon (Aust Cert Organic) McLaren Vale, SA

105

2015 Howard Park Chardonnay

Hunter Valley, NSW
Margaret River, WA

10|45

Clare Valley, SA

9.50|42

WA

9|36

2015 Astrolabe Sauvignon Blanc
2015 Tyrell’s Chardonnay
2015 Tim Adams Riesling

8.50|34

Red
2015 Vinaceous Salome Rose
2013 Madfish Pinot Noir
2015 Coombe Farm Pinot Noir
2014 Radio Boka Tempranillo
2012 Mr Mick Cabernet Merlot
2014 Gleatzer Bishop Shiraz Grenache
2014 First Drop Mothers Milk Shiraz
2013 Heartland Shiraz
2012 d’Arenberg The Dead Arm Shiraz
2014 Embers Cabernet Sauvignon
2012 Zema Estate Family Selection Cabernet Sauvignon

Mt Barker, WA

8.50|34

Yarra Valley, VIC

12|48

Clare Valley, SA

10|40

Barossa Valley, SA

12|48

McLaren Vale, SA

105

Coonawarra, SA

65

Valencia, Spain

8.50|34

Barossa Valley, SA

55

Langhorne Creek, SA

75

Margaret River, WA

10|40

Cocktails
Espresso Martini | 16
Vodka, fresh Campos Espresso and ice, shaken with a touch of sugar and served neat.
Shaken | Straight Up | Coffee Bean

Martini | 16
Gin, Dry Vermouth and ice, shaken and served neat.
Shaken | Straight Up | Lemon Twist

Old Fashioned | 16
Johnnie Walker Black Label Scotch Whisky stirred through bitters and fine sugar.
Stirred | Short | Orange Twist

Tom Collins | 16
Gin, fine sugar and fresh lemon, shaken and topped with soda.
Built | Tall | Lemon Twist

Cosmopolitan | 16
Vodka, Cointreau, cranberry and fresh lime, shaken and served neat.
Shaken | Straight Up | Orange Twist

French 75 | 16
Gin, fine sugar and fresh lemon, shaken and topped with sparkling.
Shaken | Champagne Flute | Lemon Twist

Mojito | 16
Bacardi Rum, smashed lime and sugar, shaken with pressed mint, ice and topped with soda.
Shaken | Tall | Mint Sprig

Long Island Ice Tea | 24
Smashed seasonal fruits, sugar, Vodka, Gin, Tequila, White Rum and Cointreau with ice,
pressed and topped with cola.
Built | Tall | Lemon
For any cocktails off the menu please see staff

Share Cocktails
Sangria | 50
Red Wine, Brandy and Orange Juice with seasonal fruits and fresh mint, topped with ice and soda.
Built | Jug | Share

Pimms Punch | 50
Pimms No. 1 Cup and Gin with seasonal fruits and fresh mint, topped with ice and lemonade.
Built | Jug | Share

Moscow Mule | 50
Pressed lime and fresh mint, Vodka, fresh lime juice and sugar, topped with ice, ginger ale and bitters.
Built | Jug | Share

Espresso Martini | 60
Vodka, fresh Campos Espresso with a touch of sugar topped with ice.
Built | Jug | Share
For any share cocktails off the menu please see staff

Beer
Draught
Sapporo

(Japan)

5.0%

8|10

(NSW)

4.2%

7|9

Sapporo Premium Beer is brewed with the Japanese attention to detail. The slow cool fermentation balances delicate hops
and esters with a full malt character. The authentic brewing techniques and quality ingredients used have produced a crisp
and refreshing lager beer.

James Squire 150 Lashes

James Squire One Fifty Lashes Pale Ale is a crisp finishing, Australian style cloudy Pale Ale with malted wheat for refreshing
character and a concoction of hops which create fruity aromas of passionfruit, grapefruit and citrus.

Guest Beers

		
8

Rotating specialty beers from various brewers.

Bottled
Lager
Generally lightly coloured beers with high carbonation. Exhibit a clean, lightly hoppy aroma and a pleasant malt character.

Asahi Super Dry

(Japan)

330mL

5.0%		9

(QLD)

330mL

4.2%		10

(NSW)

330mL

4.7%		10

Super Dry - the beer for all seasons. Asahi beer is brewed from quality ingredients. By using pure cultured yeast and
advanced brewing techniques. Asahi beer has excellent richness, truly refreshing drinkabilty and satin smoothness.

Big Head Lager

Australia’s first no carb beer, Big Head is a refreshing and full-flavoured lager styled beer with plenty of hop bitterness
making it a fantastic sessional beer.

Stone & Wood Lager

Founded by three blokes who love beer, the Stone & Wood label comes out of Byron Bay. The beers are made to the highest
standards and contain no preservatives nor additives. The Lager is flavourful, striking a balance between noble hops and a
full malt palate.

Wheat Beer
Brewed with a high proportion of wheat, and often flavoured with herbs and spices to add individuality.

Hoegaarden White Beer

10

(Belgium)

330mL

4.9%

(US)

355mL

5.4%		10

Subtly flavoured with Coriander and Curaçao, pouring in a swirling cloud of yeast with a pale yellow, almost putty colour
and strong white head. It is intensely aromatic, with lots of lemony fruit, spices and a hint of white chocolate.

Blue Moon

Blue Moon Belgian White is a refreshing, smooth, medium-bodied Belgian style wheat beer with a uniquely complex flavour
full of spiced coriander and orange peel. Served in glass with an orange wheel.

Pilsner
A type of pale lager recognised for the use of Saaz hops giving a crisp, hoppy taste with a clean, sharp finish.

Pilsner Urquell

(Czech R.)

330mL

4.4%		10

Little Creatures Original Pilsner

(WA)

330mL

4.6%		10

Thomas Cooper’s Selection Artisan
Reserve Pilsner

(SA)

355mL

5.5%		10

The world’s first and original Pilsner from Pilsen which has delighted discerning beer drinkers around the world. With its
distinctive full bodied taste, uncompromised since the day it was created. It has an intensely hoppy, full-bodied flavour with
a characteristically fine bitterness against a background of honey-sweetness.
A refreshing and elegant Lager styled on the classic European Pilsners that use the finest ingredients and enjoy an
extended fermentation period. Tasmanian Hallertau, New Zealand Pacifica and Saaz hops are added throughout the
brewing process giving a light flavour and crisp bitterness.

The latest premium craft to the Thomas Cooper’s Selection, Artisan Reserve lives up to the true meaning of Artisan in reflecting
the skill of the brewers who have pushed the boundaries of the ancient art of beer-making to create an unpasteurised Pilsner
with the freshest taste possible. Citrusy characteristics with a balanced malt character, the Pilsner combines the hop varieties
Bavarian Hallertau Tradition and Hallertau Hersbrucher with two secret hops varieties to prevent imitators.

Pale Ale
Lowly carbonated, sweet full bodied and fruity in nature.

Little Creatures Pale Ale

(WA)

330mL

5.2%		
10

Lord Nelsons Three Sheets

(NSW)

330mL

4.9%		
10

Stone & Wood Pacific Ale

(NSW)

330mL

4.4%		
10

O’Brien Gluten Free Pale Ale

(VIC)

330mL

4.5%		
12

A unique blend of premium hops drive an intense citrus and grapefruit aroma and flavour in this Pale Ale - balanced with
a careful selection of specialty malts. Preservative and additive free, this beer is live-yeast conditioned in bottles and kegs,
providing unmatched freshness and character. No artificial additives are included, just great ingredients.
A great craft beer from the oldest licensed hotel in Sydney. One of the first hotels to brew their own. Delightfully balanced
malt, overtones of herbaceous hop characters, citrus flora’s and aromas. Medium Gold in Colour.

Stone & Wood from Byron Bay have burst onto the craft beer scene with some fantastic hand crafted beers including this
Pacific Ale which is jam packed full of fresh tropical fruit aromas and flavours. The quintesential summer sessional beer, it
has crowd pleaser written all over it.
O’Brien Gluten Free Pale Ale has a light golden colour and a sweet and fruity aroma and flavour. It is brewed from millet
and sorghum hops and is extremely refreshing, perfect for a hot summers day.

Flavoured Beer
Origins of ginger beer stem from England in the 1700s. The height of its appreciation came in the middle of the 1900s,
just before the drink’s popularity began to decline. With more people looking to get more flavours from their beers, craft
breweries and microbreweries are delivering many new varieties for beer drinkers.

Lick Pier Ginger Beer

(VIC)

330mL

4.0%		
11

Matso’s Mango Beer

(WA)

330mL

4.5%		
11

The East 9th Brewing Company, well known for their Doss Blockos Pale Lager, have turned their hands to Ginger Beer and
have product Lick Pier - a refreshingly dry Ginger Beer that is made in a completely untraditional way, yet tastes as Ginger
Beer should. Spicy and dry, Lick Pier is the perfect warm weather thirst quencher that has taken inspiration from the
Charles Lick built pier in California and the summertime festivities that happened on or under it.

Broome brewing maestros, Matso’s, produce some of Australia’s premier craft beers. Their Mango Beer is based on a classic
Belgium Blonde recipe with a fruit flavoured slant. Using a 100% natural mango blend the brewers have developed an easy
drinking beer style with excellent fruit aroma and balancing sweet dryness.

Dark Beer

Dark ale is a British type beer, combining hops, yeast and a blend of malts. It’s a medium chestnut brown colour, with a
delicate fruity smell and robust, malty character.

Stone and Wood Jasper Ale

(NSW)

330mL

4.7%		10

The weather in Byron Bay never really gets too wintery, yet the expert crew at Stone & Wood have always wanted to make
an ale that was more suited to the winter months, yet could equally be drunk all year round. The Jasper Ale was born and
has taken inspiration from German Alt, American Amber Ale and an English Brown Ale styles. Jasper Ale is deep red, has a
rich malt character and is well balanced with a firm spicy hop bitterness.

Reduced Alcohol Beer
Beer with low alcohol content aims to reproduce the taste of beer without the inebriating effects of standard alcoholic
brews. Most low-alcohol beers are lagers, but there are some low-alcohol ales.

Cascade Premium Light

(Tas)

375mL

2.6%		6

Asahi Soukai Premium Lager

(Japan)

330mL

3.5%		8

Peroni Leggera

(Italy)

330mL

3.5%		9

Little Creatures Rogers’ Beer

(WA)

330mL

3.8%		10

Cascade Premium Light is a perfect balance of master brewing skills, the finest malt, hops and premium yeast culture.
Sparkling bright amber with a spicy hop aroma and tightly packed head.

Asahi ‘Soukai’ (refreshing in Japanese) is a low-carb, premium international mid-strength beer, brewed using the same
unique, quality Asahi yeast. At 3.5%, Soukai has a crisp and refreshing taste, with a slight bitter note to provide a balanced
flavour.
Unmistakably crisp, refreshing taste and fine subtle aroma that is signature of the Peroni brand. Leggera is a pale lager
brewed to be low carb, lightly carbonated and deliver a 3.5% ABV.
Roasted toffee and caramel malt flavours, light citrus hop notes and a gentle bitterness define this unique, easy-drinking
amber ale.

Cider

A cool, refreshing drink, best served over ice, making it perfect for the warmer months.

James Squire Orchard Crush Apple Cider

(NSW)

345mL

4.8%		10

Kirin Pear Cider

(Japan)

330mL

4.0%		10

Rekorderlig Strawberry & Lime Cider

(Sweden)

500mL

4.0%		14

(Mexico)
(Italy)
(Netherlands)
(Belgium)

355mL
330mL
330mL
330mL

4.5%		8
5.1%		9
5.0%		9
5.0%		9

(QLD)
(QLD)
(NSW)
(VIC)

375mL
375mL
330mL
375mL

3.5%		6
4.2%		8
4.6%		8
4.9%		9

James Squire Orchard Crush Apple Cider is a truly refreshing and delicious addition to the top quality range from James
Squire. After developing this cloudy apple cider for quite some time, James Squire remain dedicated to using only local
grown juicing apples to create the unique flavour of a Cornish farmhouse style cider. Unfiltered; Orchard Crush has a crisp
and fresh palate with bucket loads of complexity which finishes with a satisfying medium dry aftertaste.
Fresh pear aroma with a delicately sweetened pear flavour to harmonise the Fresh Apple cider. Medium dry style with a
clear and bright appearance and deliciously easy to drink.

Made from the purest Swedish spring water and is bursting with deliciously ripe summer strawberry flavours. Served over
ice with fresh mint.

Imported
Corona
Peroni
Heineken
Stella Artois

Domestic
XXXX Gold
Great Northern
Hahn Super Dry
Crown

Spirits
Vodka
The spirit to warm your senses
“Sunshine in the stomach” was an old Russian saying for vodka.
There’s no doubt it brought much warmth during those long, cold Northern European winters.
Aqua vitae was the earliest form of Vodka which immigrated north during the 15th century through Poland (wodka) and
took root in Russia. Vodka means little water. It is interesting to reflect why this grain spirit was not put into oak wood to
become Russian whisky. Instead it was drunk clean and pure. Four hundred years after its arrival Russians began to filter
Vodka through hardwood charcoal to strip out any residual flavours still left in the spirit after distillation. Their quest was
for purity.
Ironically, it was during the Cold War in the early 1950s when Vodka was introduced to the West and first made in
Australia. The rest, as they say is history as it’s now our second most popular spirit.

Stolichnaya
Smirnoff Red
Ketel One
Smirnoff Double Black
Belvedere
Ciroc
Grey Goose

Gin

(Russia)
(Russia)
(Netherlands)
(Russia)
(Poland)
(France)
(France)

38%
37.5%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%

9
9
10
11
12
13
13

Gin was first made - as a medicine - in 17th century Holland. Visiting British soldiers soon found that it helped them fight
bravely in battle - that’s where the term ‘Dutch courage’ comes from.
Once Gin made the jump to Britain, the drink became an absolute sensation. While the government had imposed a tough
tax on imported spirits, it was kind enough to let people distil their own spirit without a license. This resulted in home Gin
distilling becoming something close to a national pastime. Cheap Gin was everywhere, and public drunkeness became an
epidemic.

Gordons
Tanqueray
Beefeater
Bombay
Tanqueray No. 10
Four Pillars
Hendrick’s
Hayman’s Old Tom

Tequila

(UK)
(UK)
(UK)
(UK)
(UK)
(Australia)
(Scotland)
(UK)

37%
40%
40%
40%
47.3%
41.8%
41.4%
40%

9
10
10
11
12
13
13
13

Tequila: The spirit of pedigree
There is no spirit with provenance like Tequila. The agave plant is native to the central western highlands of
Mexico and it’s the only spirit with such a clearly defined geographic and agricultural footprint.
Before the Spanish Conquistadores arrived in the New World, the American Indians made an alcoholic beverage from the
agave sap called pulque. Within ten years of their arrival the Spanish were distilling tequila from this local succulent. And
surprisingly Agave is not a cactus, it is actually a succulent ... and it’s not the easiest spirit to make either.

Jose Cuervo
Don Julio Blanco
Patron Café XO
Patron Tequila Silver
Leyenda del ‘milagro’

(Mexico)
(Mexico)
(Mexico)
(Mexico)
(Mexico)

38%
38%
35%
40%
40%

9
13
14
16
25

Rum
“Raise you rum.” This chant is growing louder as rum undergoes a vibrant resurgence.
More countries are making rum, in more styles and to better quality than ever before. Look no further than Australia.
The West Indies may be the birthplace of rum 375 years ago, yet we’ve been making rum here for 190 years. Rum has
always held a special place in Australia, instead of pirates and buccaneers we started with convicts and pioneers. Our
Colonial spirit grew up with us to be one of Australia’s favourite spirits, and now it’s drunk by everyone from the rebellious
to adventurous.
Bundaberg and Beenleigh have a long and popular tradition here since the 1880s. Today, their product innovations are
producing some outstanding expressions and are being joined by a galaxy of brands from around the world.

Bacardi
Pampero Blanco
Havana Club Añajo 3 Años
Bundaberg UP
Bundaberg Red
Bundaberg Select Vat
Pampero Especial
Havana Club Añejo Especial
Mount Gay Extra Old
Bacardi 151
Pampero Aniversario
Ron Zacapa XO
Captain Morgan
Sailor Jerry
The Kraken

White Rum

(Puerto Rico)
(Venezuela)
(Cuba)

37.5%
40%
40%

9
9
10

(Australia)
(Australia)
(Australia)
(Venezuela)
(Cuba)
(Barbados)
(Puerto Rico)
(Venezuela)
(Guatemala)

37%
37%
37%
40%
40%
43%
75.5%
40%
40%

9
9
10
10
10
13
14
16
35

(Jamaica)
(Virgin Islands)
(United States
of America)

37.5%
40%
40%

9
10
13

Dark/Golden Rum

Spiced Rum

Bourbon Whisky

The best place to start is with America’s most popular type of whisky: Bourbon. Made primarily (but not only) in the south,
bourbon is a point of national pride for American whisky lovers, who see it as one of the great American inventions (we’re
inclined to agree). As such, a bourbon has to conform to several strict, government-mandated standards, the three most
important being: that the whisky is made from at least 51% corn, is aged in charred oak barrels and is made exclusively in
the good old USA.
Bourbon gets its name from Bourbon County, Kentucky, where it originated. In the 18th century, many immigrants from
Scotland and Ireland settled in Bourbon County, bringing with them the secrets to distillation. They began new lives
as farmers, using the process on excess corn and grain harvests to make early American whisky. When the whisky was
exported to other states, it was stamped with ‘Old Bourbon Whisky’ as a reference to its point of origin. The name caught
on, and in around 1840, the drink was just referred to as bourbon.

Bulleit
Jim Beam
Makers Mark
Bulleit Rye
Woodford Reserve
Wild Turkey Rare Breed
Bookers
Wild Turkey Diamond Anniversary

(Kentucky)
(Kentucky)
(Kentucky)
(Kentucky)
(Kentucky)
(Kentucky)
(Kentucky)
(Kentucky)

40%		9
37%		9
40%		10
40%		11
43.2%		12
54.1%		13
64.45%		20
45.5%		30

Tennessee Whisky
Tennessee whisky is made in a certain American state (unfortunately, there are no points for guessing which one). These
whiskys are made using a method called the ‘Lincoln County Process’, where they’re drip-fed through sugar maple charcoal
before being barreled. The result is smoother and sweeter than a typical bourbon. While there are some smaller distilleries
still making Tennessee whisky, the most famous name of all is undoubtedly Jack Daniel’s.

Jack Daniel’s Old No. 7

(Tennessee)

Gentleman Jack

(Tennessee)

40%		 9

40%		
12

Canadian Whisky
Canadian Club 6yo

(Canada)

Fireball Cinnamon Whisky

(Canada)

37%		
9
33%

12

Blended Scotch Whisky
The home of malts
Greatness doesn’t come easy. That’s why Scottish whisky makers have to adhere to strict guidelines for their
product to be classed as Scotch. It has to be produced entirely in Scotland, contain no added substances (except
for water and caramel), be aged at least three years and bottled with a ABV of at least 40%.
It’s not suprising the Scots place such standards on how modern Scotch is made - they have quite a reputation to uphold.
The drink’s origins lie back in the fourth or fifth century, when Christian monks introduced distillation to the Scottish Isles.
Originally, the practice was used for making perfume and wine, but was adapted for grain and cereal mashes - paving the
way for the first Whiskies. Early on, these spirits were used for medicinal purposes (some even claimed to cure smallpox!)
and given the Gaelic term uisce breatha (or ‘water of life’)
Scottish whisky production slowly grew through the centuries, until it was harshly taxed in 1644. Not suprisingly, the feisty
Scots didn’t take well to this. Whisky production went underground, and in 1780, it was estimated that the nation was
home to eight legal distilleries and over 400 illegal ones! Luckily, in the 19th century the taxman finally relaxed a little,
allowing Scotch to (legally) grow into the world’s favourite whisky.

Johnny Walker Red
Johnny Walker Black

40%		9

(Scotland)

40%		11

(Scotland)

Chivas Regal 12yo

(Scotland)

Johnny Walker Double Black
Johnny Walker Gold Reserve
Johnny Walker Platinum 18yo
Johnny Walker Blue

(Scotland)

(Scotland)
(Scotland)
(Scotland)

40%		10
40%		10
40%		18
40%		22
40%		35

Single Malt Scotch Whisky
Glenfiddich 12yo
Talisker 10yo
Dalwhinnie 15yo
Glenkinchie 12yo
Oban 14yo
Lagavulin 16yo
The Glenlivet 18yo

(Scotland)

40%		12

(Scotland)

43%		15

(Scotland)
(Scotland)
(Scotland)
(Scotland)

(Scotland)

45.8%		14
43%		14
43%		18
43%		20

43%		25

Irish Whisky
The famous Irish spirit
Back in the 18th century, Ireland’s uniquely smooth, triple-distilled Whiskies were the toast of the world. Even
Scotland couldn’t match their might. So how did it go from being the whisky king to barely existing in the 20th
century?
Just some good old fashion Irish bad luck.
It started in 1823, when Scotland embraced the newly invented columnstill, which produced a mild and smooth spirit in
just one week. The Irish felt this compromised too much on flavour and preferred to continue their traditional threedistillation, pot-still method, which took nine months. While their dedication was admirable, it meant it took them much
longer to craft a quality whisky.
From there, things just got worse. First, Ireland’s 1919 War For Independence with Great Britain bought whisky
manufacturing to a halt. When it did resume, a harsh trade embargomeant Ireland was banned from exporting to any
Commonwealth country. The next year, the United States declared Prohibition, and international demand for Irish whisky
dropped to almost nothing. When Prohibition ended in 1933, Ireland’s commitment to triple distillation came back to bite
them. While they were distilling, Scotland was selling, eager to fill the U.S. market with their quickly made Whiskies. In
1945, only seven distilleries remained in Ireland, down from over 160 in 1880.
The Irish finally caught a break in the second half of the 20th century, thanks in no small part to American bar owner
Jack Koeppler, who introduced the U.S. to Irish coffee. The simple cocktail took off around the world, and finally, people
appreciated Ireland’s deeply traditional, supremely smooth Whiskies.

Jameson 6yo

(Ireland)

40%		
10

New World (Japanese) Whisky
Why Japanese whisky is on everyone’s lips…
Japanese whisky has been applauded by whisky writers around the world, so it was only a matter of time
before the rest of us got a chance to see what all the fuss was about. Here, we uncover the incredible art form
that is Japanese whisky.
While the Scots and the Irish both lay claim to inventing whisky, and the Americans took the original recipe and gave it a
distinctive twist, the Japanese have quietly perfected their own version of the distilled spirit.
As a testament to this, Jim Murray’s Whisky Bible recently gave the highest mark to a Japanese whisky.
So, what’s all the fuss about and where should you start on your Japanese whisky journey? Here we give you a whirlwind
tasting tour and some key facts...

Nikka from the Barrel

(Japan)

51.4%		
15

Brandy/Cognac/Port
The name brandy is derived from the Dutch word brandewijn, or brandywine, which translates to mean burnt wine.
You’ve probably heard this: “All cognac is brandy but not all brandy is cognac”. To be called cognac a brandy must be
made from a certain type of grape that grows only in the area of Cognac, western France. It is rated the best brandy in the
world, smooth with a heady scent. Subtle differences in the blending and aging process also account for the market taste
differences between brands and products of the same brand (i.e. VS and VSOP). Just a little extra information: VS means
Very Special; VSOP means Very Special Old Pale; XO means Extra Old.
Port wine is known by many different names. Some call it Port or Oporto. Others know it as Vinho do Porto. While many
prefer to simply just call it Port. During the second part of the 17th century, the wine began to be referred to as port
because of Porto, the seaport city located at the Duoro River’s mouth. It was in that location that a large amount of the
wine was exported to other European countries and also brought to market.

Galway Pipe
St Remy Brandy
Martell VS Cognac
Hennessy

(Australia)

18.5%		8

(France)

40%		16

(France)
(France)

37%		9

40%		14

Aperitifs/Digestifs/Liqueurs
Liqueurs have their origins in medicine and in monasteries, in fact monasteries were the first pharmacies and
hospitals during the Middle Ages.
The first liqueurs were made in the 13th century. During this time, doctors and monks thought that mixing the right
concoctions of herbs would help to cure fevers and heal sores and cuts.

Vok
Aperol
Tia Maria
Campari
Baileys
Kahlua
Malibu
Midori
Southern Comfort
Passoa
Pimms No. 1
Frangelico
Galliano Sambuca
Galliano Black Sambuca
Galliano Vanilla
Galliano Amaretto
Chambord
Cointreau
Pavan
Paraiso
Hpnotiq
Licor 43
Jägermeister
Drambuie
Chartreuse

Premixed

(Australia)
(Italy)
(Italy)
(Italy)
(Ireland)
(US)
(Barbados)
(Mexico)
(US)
(France)
(UK)
(Italy)
(Italy)
(Italy)
(Italy)
(Italy)
(France)
(France)
(France)
(France)
(France)
(Spain)
(Germany)
(Scotland)
(France)

20%		6
11%		7
20%		8
25%		8
17%		8
20%		8
21%		8
20%		9
30%		9
17%		9
25%		9
20%		9
30%		10
30%		10
30%		10
28%		10
16.5%		10
40%		10
18%		10
24%		10
17%		10
31%		10
38%		11
40%		12
55%		15

Vodka O Strawberry, Crandberry &
A Hint of Basil

(Australia)

330mL

4.5%		
10

Vodka O Pineapple, Cucumber & Mint

(Australia)

330mL

4.5%		 10

Vodka O Apple, Ginger & Spice

(Australia)

330mL

4.5%		 10

Vodka O Pear With a Hint of Vanilla

(Australia)

330mL

4.5%		 10

Bundaberg Rum & Cola
Canadian Club & Cola
Canadian Club & Dry
Smirnoff Ice Red
Smirnoff Ice Black

(Australia)
(Canada)
(Canada)
(Russia)
(Russia)

345mL
330mL
330mL
300mL
300mL

4.6%		10
4.8%		10
4.8%		10
4.5%		10
6.5%		12

Real ingredients with delicious flavours and pure Vodka O Vodka for an excellently crafted premixed drink. This mouthwatering mix of strawberry, cranberry and basil delivers a berry tart sweetness and a super smooth finish.

The infusion of pineapple, cucumber and mint with smooth Vodka O has crafted a delicious result. Offering a great balance
of pineapple fruit sweetness and the refreshing flavours of cucumber and mint, this is a great little tipple well worth a try.
Mixing the three musketeers of refreshment - apple, ginger and spice with pure Vodka O, this flavour combination is just
one of the deliciously crafted mixes from Vodka O. Spicy apple tones and a crisp finish, this is the perfect drink to quench
that thirst, no matter what season.

Mixing pure Vodka O with pear and a hint of vanilla is just one of the imaginatively crafted flavours from this new range.
What seems like an unusual combination works very well. The initial taste of sweet pear fruits is smoothly finished with a
subtle hint of vanilla.

